With increasing intensity of subsurface use, ensuring separation between different layers with competitive uses becomes more and more important. The risk of polluting upper layers, e.g. used for drinking water production, by for example CO 2 storage in the subsurface or fracking could be reduced with sealing technologies like microbially induced calcite precipitation (MICP). Other applications of MICP are discussed in [4] . MICP has several advantages compared to the technological standard, injection of cement [5] : low viscosity ⇒ reduced injection pressure and increased radial extend. catalyzed reactions in the medium ⇒ plugging is dependent on injection scheme ⇒ porosity and permeability distribution can be engineered.
⇒ MICP is a promising sealing technology that needs further research before it can be meaningfully applied on field scale.
Model concept
The REV-scale model includes reactive two phase multi component transport. For mobile components, a volume averaged mass balance equation is solved:
The source and sink term q κ includes the creation or disintegration of the component κ due to chemical reactions.
Biofilm and calcite are immobile, hence the mass balance only yields a storage and a source term: 
Relevant processes

Experiment
The numerical model [2] was not able to correctly picture the permeability reduction due to MICP [3] . We hypothesize this to result from the simplification that the geometry is assumed to be constant during MICP. Experiments at the Center for Biofilm Engineering (CBE) with biofilm growth in micro flow cells will be conducted to improve the model description of the prosity-permeability relation. Simultaneous measurements of pressure difference between in and outlet of the flow cell and imaging of the biofilm will allow to correlate biofilm growth with permeability reduction. A fluorescent E. coli strain is used for more accurate measurement of the biofilm volume fraction in the flow cell as described in [1] . 
Outlook
Once sufficient experiments have been conducted, the currently implemented Kozeny-Carman type relation will be extended by a shape factor S to account for changing pore geometry or other effects of biofilm growth on permeability.
To prove MICP to be applicable on field scale, the CBE will plugg a test well near Gorgas, Alabama in summer 2014. The numerical model will be used to determine promising injection strategies and to analyze the experimental data. 
